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ABSTRACT 
The Fundamental Theorem of q-clan geometry implies (among other things) that 
all automorphisms of the generalized quadrangle GQ(E’) of order (9s, 9) associated 
with a q-clan S which fix a special pair of points are automorphisms of the elation 
group of the quadrangle. When 9 = 2”, with a slight modification of the usual 
representation, we describe these automorphisms in terms of tensor products of pairs 
of matrices in GL(2,9). The resulting efficiency in computation allows a simplified 
description of the automorphisms of GQ(B). We apply the general theory to give an 
improve description of the induced stabilizers of the ovals in PG(2,9) that are 
associated with the new Subiaco q-clans ‘introduced and studied in the recent 
literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let q be any prime power and set F = GF(q). A q-clan is a set 
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of q, 2 X 2 matrices over F, indexed by the elements of F with the property 
that for distinct s, t E F, the matrix A, - A, is anisotropic, i.e., a(A, - 
A,)a* = 0 if and only if (Y = (0, 0). Associated with any q-clan is a rather 
large collection of special kinds of geometrical structures including general- 
ized quadrangles (GQ) with parameters (q’, q), flocks of a quadratic cone, 
spreads of PG(3, q), and translation planes of dimension at most 2 over their 
kernel (cf. [3, 5, 111). A slight generalization of Theorem IV.1 of [9] says that 
with natural definitions of equivalence for the various geometric structures 
involved, two q-clans are equivalent if and only if their corresponding 
geometries of the same type are equivalent. This theorem was named the 
Fundamental Theorem of q-Clan Geometry in [l] because of its similarity in 
spirit and form to the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry. 
For a given q-clan %?‘, the associated generalized quadrangle GQ(S> of 
order (q2, q) is constructed as a group coset geometry starting with a 4-gonal 
family fig) of subgroups of a standard group 3 of order q5 (see Section 2). 
The Fundamental Theorem says (among other things) that each automor- 
phism of GQ(g) fting the points usually labeled (00) and (0, 0, 0) must be 
induced by an automorphism of X having a rather special form. The present 
paper grew out of the observation that when q = 2”, these automorphisms 
may be described completely in terms of a field automorphism combined 
with multiplication by the tensor product of two 2 X 2 matrices over F. 
Sections 2 through 5 develop this tensor product action so that collineations 
of GQ(%‘) can be studied very efficiently. When q = 2”, GQ(g) has 
subquadrangles of order q associated with ovals in PG(2, q). And, in fact, the 
matrix tensor product mentioned above amounts to a tensor product of the 
group action on the lines through the point (03) with the group action on the 
subquadrangles. In Section 6, we consider the collineations induced on 
PG(2,q) by the automorphism group of GQ(‘Z?) that stabilize one of the 
associated ovals. In Section 7, the general machinery is applied to the Subiaco 
q-clans. This material extends only slightly the work in [7], [I], and [B]. See 
also [2]. But it strongly suggests further lines of investigation, and gives a 
helpful perspective to many of the results in the papers just cited. 
2. THE UNDERLYING GROUP 
For q an arbitrary prime power, let F = GF(q) and put P = 
( i 
_ y tI, . 
The standard group zz used for q-clan geometry (at least for the generalized 
quadrangles) is 
K={(LY,c,~)~F2xFxF2:C#,~~F2,c~F}, (1) 
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with binary operation 
((Y,C,p)*(dc’,P’) = (a+ cY’,C+C’+/l(a~)T,P+P’). (2) 
The map J/” : (a, C, p) c, ((a, pp), c) E F2 x F2 x F is an isomorphism 
from z%? to a group G* given by 
G@= {((a, /3)/z) E F2 x F2 X F: a, P E F2,c E F), (3) 
with binary operation 
((a,p),C)‘((cd,p’),c’) =(((Y+(y’,p+P’),C+C’+PO(y’)~ (4) 
where 
(Cx,p) ++aap= -CxPPT (5) 
is a nonsingular, alternating bilinear form. In particular, CY 0 /3 = 0 if and only 
if {(Y, p} is F-dependent. 
In the published literature on q-clan geometry with q = 2”, there is a 
third representation of the underlying group. In this representation, which 
here we denote by G, the typical element is denoted ( CY, c, p > and the binary 
operation is (CY, c, p)o(cr’, c’, p’) = (a + (Y’, C + C’ + &L?, p + 0’). 
However, in this article we prefer to write (((Y, /3 ), c) in place (cr , c, P ). 
Then 
I,LG@-,G:(((YJ),c) ++ ((“>P)J”~) (6) 
is an isomorphism from G@ to the group G with binary operation 
(((YJ?)‘C)~(((Y’J3’),C’) =((a+a’,p+P’),c+c’+~~). 
(7) 
This latter representation only works when q = 2”. For the remainder of this 
paper we assume that q = 2”. 
There are two families of subgroups of G@, each subgroup having order 
q3 and being elementary abelian, that play important roles in q-clan geome- 
try: 
forQ # y E F’, _rt: = {(y Q a, c) E G@ : a E F2, c E F}, (8) 
for0 # [Y E F2, ~a={(y@cv,~)~G@:y~F2,~~F}. (9) 
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For nonzero cr, y E F2, -E”, = Ta (resp., B’,, = L&?~ ) if and only if { cr ,y) is 
F-dependent. Hence we may think of the PY (resp., ~8’~) as indexed by the 
points of PG(1, 4). The scalar multiplication d((r 8 (u), c) = (dr @ cr, d”c) 
= ( y 8 da, d2c) makes each 9;; and 9a into a three-dimensional vector 
space over F. So there are associated projective planes zv s R, z PG(2,q). 
Clearly the center Z = (((0, @, c) E G’ : c E F} of G@ is contained in each 
L, and R,. 
Let (+ E Aut(F), 0 # x E F, and let H and S be 4 X 4 matrices over F. 
Define e(cr, x, H, S): G@+ G@ by 
A routine computation shows that 
= e(cT1*a,, x:*x2, H,“2H2, x2S,“2 + H,“2S2( Hp)T). (11) 
For a given 8 = 0(a, x, H, S), we may write H and S in block form, 
with 2 X 2 blocks. Without loss of generality, we may assume that S is in 
block-upper triangular form. Say H = (i E),S=(g z).Recallthat 
means a = x, d = w, and b + c = y + z. Clearly C 
(resp., E) may be replaced with any matrix C’ = C (resp., E’ = E), so we 
usually take C and E to be upper triangular. Then a computation similar to 
that used in the proof of 10.5.2 of [lo] shows that 8 is an automorphism of 
G@ if and only if H is nonsingular and 
C + CT = KPAT, (12) 
D = KPBT, (13) 
D = APMT + xP, (14) 
E + ET = MPBT. (15) 
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For each automorphism of G@ of interest here, there will be matrices 
x = 
( 1 
f i and B, both in GL(2, q), for which A = dB, B = cB, K = bB, 
A4 = aB, i.e., H = x o B. Put p = det( $, A = det(&. Then we may 
rewrite (10) as 
+a”D( p”)’ + /3”E( PC)‘), (16) 
and the conditions of (12)-(15) are equivalent to the following: 
C + CT = AbdP, (17) 
D = AbcP, (18) 
x = /LA, (19) 
E + ET = AacP. (20) 
This means that the symbols x and D may be suppressed in the notation 
for 8. So temporarily we write 
+Abc( au0 P”) + P”E( V)‘), (21) 
where F = &t(x), A = &t(B), C + CT = AbdP, and E + ET = AacP. 
NOTE 
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Identify elements of F’ = F U (m} with points of PG(1, q) in the follow- 
ing way. For t E F, wfite 3/t = (1, t), and 7m = (0, 1). So for Q # y = (a, b), 
a. For t E F, we then write _E: =py, and 9$ =9,,,. If _% 
‘ip’::) and B= (i: ::),thenwehave 
~(u,A@B,C,E):~+S~, where?= 
a,t” + a2 
a rW + a 7 TE 6 (24 
3 4 
O(~~,A@B,C,E):~~--+.SY~, where?= 
b,t” + b, 
b t” + b 7 t ??‘* (25) 
3 4 
3. q-CLANS 
A q-clan is a set g = (At= (“,’ i:):tEF) of q distinct (upper 
triangular) 2 X 2 matrices over F for which all pairwise differences A, - A,, 
t # s, are anisotropic. 9 is r-normalized for some r E Audi F) provided 
A,= ; 
( ) 
I’ for all t E F, and A, = . If ‘8’ is r-normalized for 
t 
r = id, we usually just say that S9 is normalized. Also put A, = 
but put y,, = (0, 1). 
When the q-clan %? =_{ A,: t E F) is understood to be given, we write 
gt( a) = a A, CY~, for t E F, cz E F’. Then the following is easily checked: 
&(a + P) = gtw + gt( P> + Yt(““P)* (26) 
If 8’ = (A> : t E F} is a second (not necessarily distinct) q-clan, we write 
g;(o) = crA’taT. 
Let g= {A;= (“0’ iI):tEF} be a given q-clan. Then we may 
define subgroups of G@ as follows: 
for t E F, A(t) = ((yyt 0 c-z, gt( cr)) E G@ : cy E F’). (27) 
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It follows that A(t) is a subgroup of pYyl having order q2. And as usual, 
fl%‘) = {A(t) : t E F} is a 4-gonal family for G@ with g, being the tangent 
space of fl%) at A(t). (See [l] for details using the isomorphic group G with 
only superficially different notation.) The notation here has been chosen so 
that if %? is normalized (with r = id), then for y = (a, b) E PG(1, q), 
A(y) = A(b/u) = ((y 0 a, aAb/,aT): a E F’). (28) 
For some r E Am(F), let g = {A, : t E e) and ‘3’ = {A’, : t E g} be two 
(not necessarily distinct) r- ’ -normalized q-clans. Let 0 = 0(a, x @ B, C, E) 
be an automorphism of G’ as in (10). We want to determine necessary 
conditions on C and E for 8 to map the members of fig) to the members 
of fig’). We know by (24) that 8 : Pyt -+Pqt, where & = (a,~,” + 
~~)/(usy~~ + ~1~). So putting yt = t7-‘, we have ijt = [(u;t” + u7,)/(u7,tlT + 
u;>l’-‘. 
Since A(t) ~2,~ and A’(t) <L?,, if 8 does map the members of 9(g) 
to those of 9(C), it must map as fo i!i ows: 
8: A(t) + A’(t’), where t’ = 
u;t” + a; 
u;t” + a; ’ 
since yt = t7 -’ = y:. (29) 
First consider t = 0, so t’ = 0’ = (~~/a~)~. (By convention cd = w.) So 
consider the image of A(0). Here 
e(cT,A8B,C,E):((l,O) @cK,O) 
(1,0)X@ (YVE,(a”,cj C Au,u,P 
0 E 
= ((q u2) Q cd, a”C( a”)‘), 
which must be in A’((u,/u,)‘). If u4 # 0, put s = u2/u4 E F, so (a,, a,> = 
(1, s) = ys. And ((a,, a,) Q (Y%, a”C(CYUjT) = ((1, s) 8 u/B, 
a”C(a”)r) is in _5$, which contains A’(s’). Then ((1, s) 0 u4auB, 
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a”C(aO)‘) = (-yS7 @_a,a”B, a”C(c~~)~) is in A’(s’) iff CX~C(LY~)~ = 
gj,@,cy~~) = u~~~~BA’,,B~((Y~)~. This holds for all CY E F2 iff C = 
ai B-A:, BT. Now suppose a4 = 0, so s = ~0. Then ((0, a,) 8 
(YOB, ~“C(CY~)~> E A’(w) = A’(d) iff (Y~C((Y~)~ = 0. This holds for all 
aEF2 iff C= .ButC+CT=Aa2a,P= 
C to be upper triangular. Hence C = = ui BAb,BT, and in all cases 
we have 
C ze a2BA’ 
4 ET (%/Kd’ . (30) 
Now consider t = ~0, so t’ = d = (a,/~,)~. Arguing exactly as in the 
previous case, we find 
This completes a proof of the following theorem (where we use BPBT = 
A P). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let c~ E Aut(F), A = 
GL(2, q), p = det( X), A = det(@. Suppose 
in (10) is an automorphism of G’ mapping the 4-gonal family YIg7) to the 
4-gonal family fi$?‘), where both %’ and %?” are r-l-normalized. Then the 
following hold: 
(iii) and the permutation A(t) e A’(t’) is given by t’ = (a;t” + ai)/ 
(u;tfl + a;>. 
It may seem that the field automorphism 7-l just unnecessarily compli- 
cates matters. But T = id is the easiest automorphism to compute with in the 
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general case, and r = 2 is the standard choice for the Subiaco q-clans that we 
study in Section 7. 
4. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
associated GQ of order (9’, 9) (cf. [S, 11). A full statement of the Fundamen- 
tal Theorem includes the assertion that if 8 : GQ(g:) + GQ(P’) is an 
isomorphism mapping (m), @, 0, @ E GQ(Z?), to (ml, (Q, 0, @ E GQ(P), 
respectively, then 8 is induced by an automorphism (also called 0) of G@ 
mapping the 4-gonal family .9(g) to 9(P). F or our purposes here it suffices 
to give that part of the theorem that characterizes such automorphisms of G@ 
mapping A(w) to A’(m). 
THEOREM 4.1. The Fundamental Theorem (Partial Version!) There is an 
automorphism 0 : G@ --, G@ mapping 9(‘S:) to PI’S’), and mapping A(m) to 
A’(m), fir each 4-tuple (A, B, (+, ~1, 0 f h E F, B E GL(2,9 1, (T E Am(F), 
v : F -+ F : t - ? a permutation, for which 
(i) A’- = hB-lAyB-T + A’6 fir all t E F. t- 
The corresponding automorphism 8 : G@ + G@ is given by (put A = 
det( B)): 
(ii> O=O(rr,(i $\) @B):((a,P),c)- 
((,_P-,li:, ;!) @B],W+Ft(n”B~~. 
(iii) r : t ++ i satisfies yf = (h/A) y: + yb. 
Conversely, all such automorphisms of G must be of this form. 
For 0 # a E F, 13, = 0(id, I Q aZ>:((a, p>, c> e ((acu, ap), a’c) is an 
automorphism of G@ that leaves invariant each A(t) for each t E F’ and for 
each q-clan g’. 
Jtr = (6, : 0 # a E F} is the q-clan kernel, or just the kernel (cf. II.3 and 
II.4 of [S]). 
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For any 13 as in Theorem 3.1, (6) has a particular simple form: 
O( a,, A, 8 B,) * 6( uz, A, Q B,) = O( (+1 - uz, AYA, @ BPB,). (32) 
So O(o, A 8 B). @id, Z 8 al> = e(g, A Q uB), and O(id, Z 8 al> - 
&a, A 8 B) = e(a, A 8 a”B). Hence e(o, A 8 B) commutes with 
O(id, Z 0 uZ> for all nonzero a E F iff (I = id. 
We say that 8 = O(cr , A 8 B) as in Theorem 3.1 is linear provided 
u = id, and is special provided A = det(B) = I. Clearly the product of two 
linear (resp., special) automorphisms 8 is again linear (resp., special). 
For any 8 as in Theorem 3.1, 
e(c, A 8 B) = e(o, z 8 I) - e(id, A @ A-i/2B). e(id, z @ A11/2z), 
(33) 
where e, = e(a, Z 8 Z):((a, p), c) e ((au, p”), CO), Nid, A 8 A-“2B) 
is special linear, and t?(id, Z @ A ‘/‘I) is in the kernel. To study all automor- 
phisms of G@ mapping s(a) to fig’), it clearly suffices to study just those 
that are special. This suggests that in characteristic 2, we should use a 
variation on the notion of equivalence of q-clans. In the conditions of 
Theorem 4.1, replace h with Z,L = h/A and B-l with A1/2B-1. So 
det(A112B-‘) = 1. Then we obtain a variation of (part of) the Fundamental 
Theorem in the following simpler form (9 = 2” only!). 
THEOREM 4.2. The Fundamental Theorem (partial uersi6n for 9 = 2”). 
For 9-clans P and P’ us in Theorem 4.1, there is un automorphism 0 of G@ 
mapping fig:) to 3’(P) and A(w) to A'(w) for each 4-tuple ( /_L, B, u, r> E 
F’ X SL(2,9> X Aut( F) X yF for which 
(i) Ai = /LB-‘AFB-~ + A’G for all t E F. 
The associated automorphism 8 : G@ --f G@ is given by 
(ii) e=e(g,(i 2) @B):((a,B),c)++ 
((a-, p”)[( :, t) @ B], /.& + g&O)). 
(iii> 7r _ t b-3 t satisfies & = CL yp + yb. 
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5. THE SHIFT-FLIP IN G@ 
To begin with, let Z? = {A_= (“; “:):teF) beafixedq-clanwith 
= A,,. Recall the shift-flip of [l], but for the group G@. 
Sbifibys: Ts=Hjid,(; ;) @z):(w>c) 
++ ((a, ysa + P),c + aA,$). (34) 
Flip: c$= Cl(id,PC3,Z):((a,P),c) ~((p,a),c+a~p). (35) 
Shift-Flip: i, =Ts.4=s(id,(~ ;) @Z):((a,P),c) 
c-, (( yJa + p, a), c + CYA,(Y* + (Y 0 p). (361 
Also define i, = id : G@+ G@. 
Each of the maps defined in (341, (35) and (36) is an automorphism of 
G@ that replaces the 4-gonal family 3%“) with some 4-gonal family y. We 
want to compute a q-clan g’“s so that i, replaces fi@) with figi?). 
Consider the image under i, , s E F, of the typical element of A(t). Here 
= ((Ys +YtJ) @ wtt((“) +gg(‘y)) 
= (WYS + YtlP) @ (Y,, + ytb, gt(a) + g5(a)) 
(Put P = (Ys + Ytk) 
= Y(!/,+y,)- ( ’ @ P> (Ys + Yl)_“(&( P) + &( P),). 
uraJoayL Xq paqyDsald ~103 aq3 amy saop ‘z amaH . 
PUI? ‘1 = cZlzD ‘$? = ‘+7L,zs = JED’a:jv;v 
u! uaqL *d 3 s # 0 103 “v~,~_s = h:v = Q7 
kc) ‘d 3 s ‘X II”103 ‘(“v + I-x+Sv))L,zx = ;v 
OS cr_(~ + 1) = T Jnd (~&mmkx 2 = s asw ayl valL) *(“v + ‘v),,~_(J + 
s) = I -(I + t]v amaH .paz!lmuJou- ,_L aq 04 OSIV 5t~ JU~M am acm!s ‘(I_(t + 
s)).,v u! aq 4snm asw SyL *ni/,(4 + s> = d -‘oj“(((d )“s + (d )1QL,z-j(2 
+ S) ‘fj @ (~/I-)(‘+s)~) 03 ‘z Xq paddwu SF (2)~ 3 ((x1)9 ‘D 8 (~/l~)?c) 
uayL *OSIE paz!pcu.rou-I _L aq 03 S& uep-b a?-hu! ay$ ~IBM ah ‘d 3 1 
LL,I~ = ‘h ‘*a-! ‘(g)+nv 3 ~ _L ‘pazqmu~ou I _L SF a asoddns ‘UO MOU uro.13 
OS *a uo uogr?z~~w~~ou puofgpp~ 30 pups atuos paau ahi ‘Jaq+r-mf 02 OJ, 
BNAVd '3 'S 9ZT 
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We collect these results and slightly more in the following theorem. (Note: 
To achieve brevity in at least one aspect, we have more or less ignored the 
associated GQ(F), the flock 97’S) of a quadratic cone, etc. But the reader 
should keep in mind that the F.T. also asserts something about isomorphisms 
of these y-clan geometries.) 
THEOREM 5.1. The most general special automorphism of G@ leaving 
9(E’) invariant and mapping A(w) to A(s), for s E F, is given by 
(i> Bja,(Y ‘~~,~“jl/‘esj:nii)-Ait’),uhere 
(ii) t’ = (spTtg + 6s + l)/(pTta + i-i), 
subject to the condition that there exist (T E Aut(F), B E SL(2,9), 
0 + p E F, and a permutation T : t * i: = p’t” + a jw which 
(iii) PB - ‘AYB r 3 A> + A? (as in (38)), j%r all t E F. 
In this case, 
Moreover, if 3 = 0 ( j; q 1 u @ B is a typical special automor- 
phism of G@ mapping P’(@%) to flZ=?~) and leaving Ai, invariant, then 
(v) 8=i,$ s3.i;’ = 8 (T, 
i i 
l_LT + iis” /_LT,s + s” + 6s”+1 
l/T 
6 1 + OS I I ~ B 
is the typical special automorphism of G@ leaving .7(g) invariant and fixing 
A(s). 
We now know that every automorphism of the generalized quadrangle 
GQ(‘Z’) fixing (m) and (c, 0, Q) has the form tI(cr , A 8 B), where by Theorem 
3.1 this notation completely identifies the map f3(cr, A @ B) as an automor- 
phism of G@. 
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6. OVALS IN R, 
We continue to assume that all q-clans are r-l-normalized. 
For CY E PG(1, q), A(t) n ~3~ = (d(y,~,~ @ (Y, g,(a)) = (ytv7 CQ 
dct,g,(da)):_d E F}. So A(t) ~9’~ is the point pa.(t) = (Y,v~ @ cy, g,(cx)) 
in 9@. And 8, = {j?,(t): t E F} is an oval in ~3’~. The map (use (a, b)“’ = 
(a2, b2N 
- 
ma : su +PG(2,q):(y@ a,c) - (Y(~),c) 
is an isomorphism mapping 8, to the oval 
Ha = {pa(t) = (yt~j7,g,(cx)):t ~$1 in PG(2,q). (39) 
Suppose that 
* ( ag, P”)( A @ B), pc” + (am, P”)( z @ B) 
is an automorphism of G@ leaving SE’) invariant. Then 8 induces an 
isomorphism from Za to Za wB mapping 8b, to Z$ VB, and thus an automor- 
phism of PG(2, q) mapping @a to eaVB. Put p = det( A), A = 
c = 4 A(ag,a4)T) D = a,a,P, E = u~A~,~,~~)~. Then Figure 1 gives the maps 
involved. 
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In this same context, suppose that (Y “B = CY, so O(cr , A 8 B) induces an 
automorphism of ga (resp., (PG(2, q)) stabilizing zm (resp., 8,). Making 
appropriate specializations in Figure 1, we obtain Figure 2. 
In the applications that follow for Subiaco q-clans, r = 2. In this case the 
bottom row of Figure 2 appears as 
e Yr-A’“‘, pg,( a)” + ( yt”,2 8 o) ; 
( i 1 
; ( -Y~o/~ 8 a)’ 
1 
= i YtTA@), det( A)g,( a)” + ( ytT)( aCaT, cyEo’)r). (40) 
From now on, all q-clans are $,-normalized. Given a q-clan g 
= iAt= (z ‘~):rE~],writeflI)=Jd(~):~~&fortheassoci- 
ated 4-gonal family in G@, and 3%~) = {A(t) : t E I?} for the 4- onal family 
in G. Note that I(, : G@ + G : ((a, /3), C) * ((a, /3), C> : (~~112 @ $ 
(Y, crA,oT) e &l/2 @ (Y, 7 cxA,cr >. So I/J : A(t) A ++ A(t). With a little care, 
we can use the same symbol for an automorphism (?(a, A 8 I-3) of G@ and 
the corresponding one $I -‘. 13(a, A @ II). I,/J of G: 
inG@: O(a,A@Z3):((a,/3),~) + ((o”,@“)(A@S),~~” 
+(oU, P”)(I @ B) 
i i 
; ; (I@B)T(cP, PT). (41) 
in G: 6J(o,A@B):((cx,p),c) e (oa,Pu)(A@‘),~1’2~u 
(au, P”>( I@ B) (l@B)T(au,pu)T 
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7. SUBIACO q-CLANS 
For q = 2”, e z 4, F = GF(q), let 6 E F be chosen so that x2 + 6x + 1 
is irreducible over F, i.e., tr(K’) = tr(6-‘1 = 1. Then define the following 
functions on F: 
(i) f(t) = 6’t4 + a3t3 + ( s2 + qt2, 
(ii) g(t) = ( a2 + a4)t3 + a3tz + a2t, 
(iii) k(t) = (v(t))’ = t4 + S2t2 + 1, 
(VI G(t) = g(t)/k(t)* (43) 
Then the cunonicuE Subiaco q-clan (cf. [S]) is the set g(6) = ‘55 
= {At= (; iI):tEF)where 
(i) xt = F(t) + (t/6)1’2, 
(ii) yt = t’12, 
(iii) z, = G(t) + (t/i+‘“. (44) 
Using the group G, the authors of [8] determined the full automorphism 
group of G leaving fig) invariant. We want to recall several of the results 
from [S] but using the efficient tensor product notation of this paper. For 
e?ch member k(s) of A%?“), s E F, there is an involution I, of G leaving 
fig) invariant and fting A(s): 
Here (a2/u4j2 = 6, and A, = 1 + a4 + s6 
0 
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For s E F, put 6 = 6/v(s) = S/(s’ + 6s + 1). Then 
I I - l/2 (i) 1, = 8 id, (' +s) &/2 (1 + osy2 
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where B, = (1::; “I:;) is definedby 
(46) 
(ii) u(s) = (( s5 + l)(l + s + 62) + (2 + s)(l + 8))/Y(s)5’2, 
(iii) b(s) = (6 Ws5 + aWs4 + s3/zs + 5L’2 + ~5/2)/4~)~/~, 
(iv) c(s) = ((Si” + 85/2)s5 + a3/‘s4 + 8”‘s + 63/2)/v(s)5’2. 
It is convenient to have a few specific involutions to compute with: 
(ii) Z,=e(id,P~P):((a,p),c)~((PP,aP),c+aop). 
(iii) I, = 13 id, ',T,2' p:l) 
( ( 
(47) 
8 1 + 64 + a6 + ST 
i 
S1’Z + s9’Z + 813/Z 
6 1512 1 + a4 + 66 + a7 * 
In [B] it is shown that any two suitable 6 given equivalent q-clans. So we 
lose no generality by choosing a particular one. Let 4’ be a primitive element 
for E = GF(q2) 2 F. Put A = 59-l and 6 = A + A-‘. Then x2 + 6x + 1 
= (x + hXr + A-‘) is irreducible over F. For each rational number a with 
denominator prime to 4 + 1, put 
(i) [u] = A” + A-“.Then 
(ii) [0] = 0, and [l] = 6. 
(iii) [u] = [b] iff a = +b(modq + 1). So [u] = [-u]. (48) 
(iv) [u][b] = [u +b] + [u -b]. 
(v) For cr = 2’ E Aut( F), [a]” = [uu]. 
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In [S] it is observed that I, * I, permutes the members of $g) in one 
cycle of length 9 + 1. When e + 2 (mod4), i.e., 5 does not divide 9 + 1, it 
permutes the ~3~ and hence the ovals @,, in one cycle of length 9 + 1. But 
when e = 2 (mod4), so 5](9 + l), it permutes the sa in five cycles in length 
(9 + U/5. Let fin, be th e orbit containmg sU with LY = (1, 1). The group 
.FO of all automorphisms of G leaving fig’) invariant has two orbits on the 
se: the orbit fl, and a second orbit s1, of length 4(9 + 1)/5: 
(i) Z,.Z, = 0(id, M @N), 
where M = 1+C? 
83/Z 
6 3/z 1+6+8” 
, N = B,&. 
(ii) M j  = s_ l/2 k - iI 
i 
PA 
RI [Zj + $1 I * (49) 
(iii) Nj = s_1,2 [l”j + +I l Wil [lOj] I [lOj - +] ’ 
PROPOSITION 7.1. For all e > 4, N-’ = Ms. 
Proof. This is immediate from (49), parts (ii) and (iii), since det(N) = 
det(M) = 1. ??
THEOREM 7.2. When e = 2 (mod41, gU E R, for cr = (1, 6l”). 
Proof. Since the orbit of SC1 i) under I, * I, is Sz,, so, 6~,2) E fl, iff 
there is an integer j for which (1,l)Nj = (1, 8112). This is iff ([lOj + k] + 
[lOj],[lOj] + [lOj - +I = (l,[+]) iff [lOj] + [lOj - +] = [+l)[lOj + f] + 
[lOj]> iff [lOj] + [lOj - +] = [lOj] + [lOj + 11 + [lOj - $1 + [lOj + $1 iff 
[lOj + l] = [lOj + -+I iff + = 0 ( mod 9 + 1) (impossible!) or 20j + $ G 0 
(mod 9 + 1). 
When 5](9 + l), 20j + 4 = 0 (mod 9 + 1) implies 0 + g G 0 (mod5), 
impossible! ??
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Let e E 2 (mod 4), say e = 2r with r odd, and put (Y = (1, a’/‘). Then 
the oval 8, has the following appearance: 
(i) 8, = {(l,t,h,(t)):t E F) U {(O,l,O)},where 
a2t4 + a5t3 + a2t2 + S3t (50) 
(ii) h,(t) = 
t4 + S2t2 + 1 
+ (t/i+? 
From [S], we know that the complete stabilizer of @a has order 5r. 
Clearly 
induces a linear collineation q~ of PG(2, q) 
=[““j”‘]/[~]andr=[~]/ 
(401, we can work out the effect of cp to be 
stabilizing 8,. Put x 
’ 4(q ’ ‘) 
[ 1 5 . Then from 
1 
cp:(y,c) c, 6-5 




c + (y(1’2) 8 (1, f!w)) 
‘[?I$+ [ 4(q: l)]P 
0 
[ 
4(9 + 1) 
5 A, 
\ 1 
X(Y (l/2) Q ( 1, al/yT (51) 
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Put w = I(9 + 1)/51, so 63 + w + 1 = 0. Put w, = [(49 - 1)/51, w, 
= [(49 + 9)/5]. Note that W, + W, = OS and W,W, = w2 + 6’. So W, 
and W, are the two roots in F of x2 + 06x + w2 + 6’ = 0. And then 
x = w/W,, y = w/W,. With the standard notation A, = 
t E F, the description of q in (51) can be given a 
appearance. 
q: (a, b, c) +-+ aW,/S + bw/S, am/S + bW,/S, 
This cp is a collineation of order 5 stabilizing 8,. 
In principle, we have an algorithm for computing that part of the 
stabilizer of 8, contributed by Gal(F/GF(4)). If we put S, = w and 6, = S, 
Theorem IJ.4 of [B] gi;I_ ‘ves an isomorphism of G of the form 0(id, A @ B) 
mapping fl@S,)) to .5IHS,)) and mapping [ A,l(m)l to [ Ag2(w)1. Eq (38) of 
[B] is 6” + S6 + wS” + 1 = 0 and has solutions fi = 02W, for W E 
{W,, W,). For u E Am(F) with o” = w, 0, = 0(~:, Z @ Z> is an automor- 
phism of G stabilizing $@?(S1)) and mapping A(m) to itself. Therefore 
13 = 0(id, A-’ @ Bpl>. ~??(a, Z Q I). B(A 63 B) = 0ju, A-“A c?J~B-“B) is 
the corresponding auJomorphism of G stabilizing 9(@S,)) = fig(S)) = 
Y(g) and mapping A(w) to itself. To compute 8 is tedious but routine. But 
then one must compute the exponent i for which 8. (I, * I,>’ leaves so, a1,g) 
invariant. We leave this as an exercise for the tireless reader. 
For the remainder of this section, we suppose that e f 2 (mod4), so that 
5 does not divide (9 + 1). Up to projective equivalence, there is only one 
Subiaco oval 8,. The complete stabilizer of 8, is known [4] to be induced by 
the group .YO of automorphisms of G leaving 9(g) invariant. And the order 
of this induced stabilizer is shown in [B] to be 2e. Here we want to give these 
automorphisms explicitly. 
Let S = A + A-’ as above. Put rr = 2 and 6 = S- ’ in Theorem V.1 of 
[B] to obtain 
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Then 3 is an automorphism of G stabilizing $g) and mapping K(w) to 
itself. According to [B], for each (Y E PG(1, 4) there is a unique j such that 
3 * (I, - Z,)j stabilizes Sa. The involution I, = 0(_id, P 8 P) fxes So, 1j and 
@cl, 1) has a pleasant form. But the j for which 8 * (I, . Z,)j stabilizes So, 1j 
leads to rather messy formulas. However, using (48) and (49), it is easy to 
prove the following for (Y = (0, 1): 
(i) ? - ( I, * I, )3’2o stabilizes Sco, i) and 
has companion automorphism u = 2. 
(ii) ( IO * I,) -(1’4o) maps So i) to gco lj, SO that (54) 
(iii) 40 = (1, * Zg)(1’40). 1, . (I, . Z,)-(1’40) 
is a (linear) involution fixing Sco, ,). 
In the following computations, put T = [iI, so T” + T” + T = 6. Note 
that since M and N are symmetric with determinant 1 (see (49)), PMP = 
M-‘, PNP = N-‘. And n ow it is amusing to use the tensor algebra to 
compute 
cp = e( id, M1140 @ N 1140 ) * O(id, P @ P) * O(id, Me114” 8 N-L/40) 
= @(id, M l/40( PMp’/40P)P @ N1/40( PN-‘/40P)P) 
= O(id, Ml/“P 8 N’/“P) 
1 
= 0 id, gm1i2 
In the context of Figures 1 and 2, C = 6- ’ TA,. 1, D = xP for SOme 
constant x, E = K1(T6 + T”)Ac,+pmI, A(‘) = 6-l T T4 
Th + T’ T . 
so 
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applying (40) (and multiplying through by S>, we obtain 
4: (x, y, z) b-3 (TX + (T6 + T2) y,T‘% + Ty, 
6.2 + Tzr3x + (T6 + Tz)ZCa+r3j-1y). (55) 
Actually +J = I,, where s = [:I/[$] = T/(T2 + l), because I, = 
&/2 
(1 + &)1’2 
and S is easy to obtain as a ratio 
of off-diagonal elements of A: 
(i> @(O,l) = ((1, t, h,(t)): t E F} u {(O,l,O)}, where 
(64 + S2)t3 + S3t2 + S2t (56) 
(ii) $J,,,(t) = t4 + S2t2 + 1 
+ ( t/S)1’2. 
Also, 













yields a collineation e^ of PG(2, q) stabilizing HCo, 1j and having companion 
automorphism (T = 2. In the context of (4O), 
A(z) = L 
S2 3 
,[ 1 s 8 [ 1, s 
Then c = aiAc,2,rr4j2, E = aiAC(l,,,+j2, and p = det(A) = S-1/2, SO that 
6: (x, y, 2) * ((x2, y2)Ac2), Sp1/2x2 + x2a~z(,p,aq)p + y2a~.z(ai,a3)2). 
(58) 
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Then ( 6, $> is the complete group of collineations of PG(?, q) induced by 
go and stabilizing 8(,, lj. In fact, (OY = @ and (6, $> = (0) = C,,. 
The original inspiration for using the tensor product action derived from 
remarks made by Dr. Tim Penttila, and we thank him for the many insightful 
and encouraging conversations that accompanied the development of the ideas 
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